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the performances of Padalecki and Ackles. Sierra
McCormick was noted for her "creepy" demon
character Lilith. (Full article...)
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Surabaya bombing
aftermath

A series of bombings in Surabaya,
Indonesia, kills at least 25 people
(President Joko Widodo surveying
damage pictured).
Netta, representing Israel, wins the
Eurovision Song Contest in Lisbon,
Portugal, with the song "Toy".
The Supreme Court of the Philippines
removes Chief Justice Maria Lourdes
Sereno from office.
Recent deaths: Donald Gary Young · Tessa
Jowell · Peter Mayer · Ken Hodgkisson
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The Gillette Mach3 is a line of safety
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razors produced by Gillette beginning
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in 1998. The three-blade design is
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use less pressure and fewer strokes,
reducing skin irritation. Several models
are based on this design, including the
Mach3 line for men and the Venus line
for women.
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